
Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

ACO_Claymore says:
::in the Ready Room... running around like a mad man trying to arrange things like they were in the old Ready Room:: Self: oh the Captain's never going to forgive me.

TO_Jones says:
::is in sickbay, replenishing his painkillers inventory::

CNS_Savar says:
::Sitting in office, going over some important documents for the near future::

CEO_McDuggle says:
::is in ME going over repair reports::

MO_Calahan says:
::is in sickbay, helping with frostbite and other injuries...::

ACO_Claymore says:
::looks at the desktop...:: Self: What's missing... ::Thinks::

SO_Frankenshudo says:
:: Getting things straight in main Science lab::

TO_Jones says:
MO: I came to pick some more painkillers. This artificial skin is really itching today

ACO_Claymore says:
::walks over to a console and studies an internal sensor scan of the old ready room::

OPS_Blythe says:
::at the starbases' temporary OPS... wherever that is::

MO_Calahan says:
::nods:: TO: Give me a few seconds. ::turns back to the little girl she was working on, making sure she can bend and use her badly frostbitten fingers....it makes her even angrier to watch this little girl suffer and nervously try to use her hand again.....::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Repairs to the station are proceeding as scheduled.  An unsettling peacefulness drifts over the station.

ACO_Claymore says:
::focuses on the desk, back at the new one.::

OPS_Blythe says:
::in the middle of the station, working on a console that no matter what, just won't work::

ACO_Claymore says:
Self: THE PICTURE!!!!  ::probably heard out in Ops::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*Lackey* : Ensign are you about finished on the repairs on the new OPS module

SO_Frankenshudo says:
:: Looks around seems things are almost in order::

OPS_Blythe says:
::raises her head as she hears the ACO, wondering what could be going on in there?::

TO_Jones says:
::takes a seat, in order to relief his burnt legs, but then he also has his backside burnt too::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Lackey does not respond.

CNS_Savar says:
::Stands up and stretches after working for long hours.  Savar walks out of his office, deep in thought::

TO_Jones says:
SELF: Ouch

MO_Calahan says:
Girl: There you go hon. ::smiles and gives the girl back to her mother....then turns around and sighs:: TO: Come over here, will you? ::motions to a cart with hyposprays::

ACO_Claymore says:
::walks out into Operations:: OPS: Blythe, where are the personal effects from the old Ready Room?

TO_Jones says:
::gets up and goes were the cute Doctor ordered him::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*Lackey* Ensign Respond:: begins to get worried::

CNS_Savar says:
::Somehow, Savar manages to walk to Sickbay without hitting anyone::

OPS_Blythe says:
::stands at attention... at best she can with her face smudged:: ACO: They were placed inside boxes. I left them inside the RR's locker. ::hoping nothing is missing::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Alarms sound off from the promenade.

CMO_Utoo says:
::Walks into sickbay and walks straight into his office signing some paperwork::

ACO_Claymore says:
::returns to ready room, leaving door open::

ACO_Claymore says:
::opens the locker hoping the picture will be inside::

SO_Frankenshudo says:
:: Notices the alarm on a monitor in the lab::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Ensign lackey still does not respond.

OPS_Blythe says:
::checks the console and taps her badge:: *Security* Detail to the promenade, why is that alarm sounding?

CNS_Savar says:
::Hears the alarm in the distance, and allows Security to handle it::



MO_Calahan says:
::picks up a hypospray of morphenolog, and pauses, looking up at the TO....how much had he had already? hm... gives him 2 cc's of morphenolog, and forces a tight smile:: TO: Here.....

Host Security says:
*OPS*: We are almost there, sir.

TO_Jones says:
::badge chirps:: SELF: What now? ::hits badge:: *COMM*: Jones here. Proceed

MO_Calahan says:
TO: Feel better? ::raises eyebrows in concern::

CNS_Savar says:
MO: Doctor, when you have a minute, can I talk to you?

CMO_Utoo says:
::Walks out into the main part of sickbay..::

OPS_Blythe says:
::likes to be called "sir" Really does. Whoever that guy was, she loves him already::

TO_Jones says:
<SEC> *TO*: Someone hit the general alarm on the promenade. Please report in, Lt.

CEO_McDuggle says:
::sends a crewman to the OPS Module check on Ensign Lackey ::

OPS_Blythe says:
*Security* Keep us posted and call for reinforcement if needed ::wonders if the station's population has resorted to pillage::

SO_Frankenshudo says:
*ACO*: Sir an alarm has been set off in the Promenade.

Host Security says:
*OPS*:  ::very scared, high-pitched voice:: Sir!  We need help!  ::phaser fire can be heard::

TO_Jones says:
::makes some stretching movements:: MO: Hmm, indeed it feels like I do. You have miraculous hands, Dr.

ACO_Claymore says:
::finds the picture safe and sound, returns it to it's proper spot and enters Operations:: Self: that's done...

ACO_Claymore says:
*SO*: Is there a reason for it?

TO_Jones says:
MO: I wonder if you have patients refusing to get cured just to stay around you for a little while more

OPS_Blythe says:
::opens her eyes wide:: *ACO* We have a situation in the promenade, sir, Security detail is asking for backup.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: screaming and a general panic can be heard over the comm.

SO_Washudoin says:
*ACO* Unknown Sir I'll see what I can find.

MO_Calahan says:
::laughs lightly:: TO: Thank-you, I think...... ::playfully rolls her eyes at him, then walks over to the CNS, still smiling a little::

OPS_Blythe says:
*All of Security* Report to the promenade, there's a team asking for backup ::wondering if the internal sensors might give her a clue of what the yelling is for::

TO_Jones says:
<SEC> *TO*: Jones! We have phaser fire on the promenade!

ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: Go to yellow alert, have all civilians return to their quarters

OPS_Blythe says:
ACO: Aye, sir.

CNS_Savar says:
MO: How are the patients coming along?  I see all of the non-emergency cases have been dismissed?

OPS_Blythe says:
::sets Yellow Alert::

TO_Jones says:
MO: Well, Doctor. Duty calls, but I'll find a way to get sick more often ::exits SB in a rush::

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Starts scanning the Promenade ::

TO_Jones says:
*SEC*: I'm on my way, OK. Don't you freak please

Host Security says:
*OPS*:  All of us?  Are you sure?

ACO_Claymore says:
::attempts the have the main viewer display Promenade security cameras::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*OPS* : I show alarms going off on the Promenade I have a repair crew near there if needed

OPS_Blythe says:
*Security* Well... most of you. ::thinks:: Some to assess the situation and give us a report? Some others to bring it under control? How about that/

TO_Jones says:
::takes a TL down to the promenade::

MO_Calahan says:
::raises an eyebrow at the TO, and shakes her head:: CNS: Yes sir....most of them. ::sighs:: But a lot of them have very severe injuries from Claymore's....::pauses...damnet....:: Um....sorry, most of them have injuries......::sees something, like a ghost, out of the corner of her eye, but knows it can't be......:: Self: What the hell?!

OPS_Blythe says:
*Station Wide* All civilians report to your designated living quarters until further notice. ::repeats the message one more time::

TO_Jones says:
::enters the promenade and sees people running all around::

MO_Calahan says:
::runs over to where she saw it, and looks around....::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The comm channels become a jumbled, confused mess of voices all screaming for help or that something is after them.

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Finds nothing in the scans:: *ACO* Sir, my scans have showed nothing but a mass of people running about.

OPS_Blythe says:
*CEO* Have them be careful, we don't know what is going on yet ::covering her ears at the screams over the comm::

ACO_Claymore says:
*TO*: What is going down on the Promenade

TO_Jones says:
::looks around for the other security officers::

CNS_Savar says:
MO: What?

CNS_Savar says:
MO: What did you see?

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Hears the screams and looks around ::

OPS_Blythe says:
::hears the SO's report and looks at the ACO:: ACO: That is the same I get here sir. I don't know what caused this... can't pinpoint anything.

CEO_McDuggle says:
*OPS* Roger that

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Jones sees civilians and security rushing past him.  Some shout at him to run.

MO_Calahan says:
::sees something  fairly far away, and recognizes it.....eyes widen in slight terror, and she backs up, shaking her head, mouthing something::

TO_Jones says:
*ACO*: I've just arrived sir. Still assessing the situation. I'll get back to you in a sec ::cuts comm and walks around trying to find the origin of the tumult::

TO_Jones says:
::wonders:: SELF: Run from what? ::continues in the opposite direction and draw his phaser::

OPS_Blythe says:
::probably too curious for her own good, but...::  ACO: Would you like me to make a visual inspection sir? Nobody appears to be able to tell what is going on.




Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A few of the panicked people hit Jones, but as they clear out, he can see humanoids beings slowly following the crowd.

CNS_Savar says:
MO: Calahan!

MO_Calahan says:
::Reaches behind her back, then stops as he disappears....looks completely confused now...::

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: tries rerouting command comm channels through an isolated source::

TO_Jones says:
Security Guy: Run from what? What's going on here?

ACO_Claymore says:
::looks around Operations:: OPS: very well, let's start routing everyone out of the Promenade, close all the shops, use force fields to force the people out of there

TO_Jones says:
::gets clear of the crowd and sees...humanoids?::

MO_Calahan says:
::jumps at the CNS' voice....she's been here too long...way too long.....replaces her dagger, and turns to face the CNS:: CNS: Yes?

OPS_Blythe says:
::so no going to see what is going on:: ACO: Yes, sir... I already sent the messages over the comm but will do.

CNS_Savar says:
::Furrows eyebrows:: MO: What was that all about?

OPS_Blythe says:
::starts to plot the force fields to push the people out::

TO_Jones says:
Humanoids: You there. Who are you? I need to see your clearances. What the reason for the tumult? ::walks toward the Humanoids::

MO_Calahan says:
::walks over dazed, and takes a med tricorder, scanning herself:: CNS: I have no idea.....but I think I've been here too long.....::nothing wrong....she's going crazy....::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: One of the humanoids reaches out for Jones, grabbing him.  Its skin feels cold.

MO_Calahan says:
::rubs her eyes and sighs...:: CNS: What were we talking about?

CNS_Savar says:
MO: What did you see?

OPS_Blythe says:
::sets an automated message to ask the people to leave the promenade to be repeated every couple of minutes::

CMO_Utoo says:
::Looks up to see Keely scanning herself with a tricorder:: Keely: Are you alright?

ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: Put the promenade on main viewer, I can't get it to work... ::looks towards the main viewer but sees crewmen Mitchel in from of it::

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Decides to head for Ops, leaves main sci. lab quickly::

TO_Jones says:
::pulls arm off:: SELF: Argh! This is dang freezing! ::steps back::

MO_Calahan says:
CNS: Oh nothing...really, I'm just....imagining things....I think.....CMO: Just peachy.....

ACO_Claymore says:
Mitchel: please move crewm---- What a second, ::remembers that Mitchel died during the Jem Hadar attack over a year ago::

OPS_Blythe says:
ACO: Yes, sir... promenade... main viewer.... got it ::smiles at self while pushing the buttons to do that::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*OPS* : I've tried rerouting the command com channels to take care of all the non essential noise

TO_Jones says:
Humanoids: Stop where you are and identify yourselves! Didn't you know this skin was just implanted last week after it was burnt?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The humanoids are wearing tattered clothing and some have insects crawling out if empty eye sockets.

OPS_Blythe says:
*CEO* Thank you.... ::is it lieutenant? Oh who cares? Everyone is a sir for her:: Sir

CNS_Savar says:
::Raises eyebrows and lets it go for now:: MO: We were talking about the medical cases

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The humanoid grabs Jones again and tries to bite his arm.

ACO_Claymore says:
::grabs a tricorder from under his console and scans Mitchel:: Mitchel: What are you doing here? ::moves slowly towards him::

OPS_Blythe says:
::initializes the first force field:: ACO: Which area do you want me to push the people towards?

TO_Jones says:
::sees empty eye socket:: SELF: OH MY GOD! ::steps back a few more, swaying the phaser at the head of the one grabbing him::

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Walks into TL:: Secondary Ops.

ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: off the promenade... do you see Mitchel here ::points::

OPS_Blythe says:
::nods:: ACO: Yes, I see him.

TO_Jones says:
Humanoids: Stop or I'll show you what I can do with this little thing here ::waves phaser, but then remembers the Humanoids have no eyes to see::

MO_Calahan says:
::rubs her left temple:: CNS: Right.....most of the cases are....still recovering...and were caused by the sudden drop in temperature, and the prolonged exposure to such cold temperature....::anger at Claymore begins to rise again.....she is able to control it though::

TO_Jones says:
::hits badge:: *ACO*: We might have a situation down here sir

ACO_Claymore says:
*TO*: I know that... what's the situation?

CNS_Savar says:
MO: I know.

CNS_Savar says:
MO: Things are being taken care of.

OPS_Blythe says:
ACO: starting sir... I will try to send them towards section 12.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Jones' strike hits the mark, but does nothing but remove some skin to reveal the skull underneath.  Another Humanoid attacks Jones from behind and bites into his shoulder.

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Arrives at sec. Ops. goes to station:: ACO: anything new Sir?

TO_Jones says:
::trying to get the dang thing off of him:: *ACO*: Some weird humanoids sir. With a freezing touch and NO eyes!

OPS_Blythe says:
::shudders as she hears Jones::

ACO_Claymore says:
TO: We've got one up here too, it's crewmen Mitchel. But he's dead...

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: not for sure what's happening on the promenade:: All: arm yourselves with phasers

TO_Jones says:
SELF: ARGH! Humanoids: OK, I warned you. Don't complain now ::fires a stun setting with his phaser at the nearest 'thing'::

SO_Washudoin says:
ACO: Answers my question. ::Wonders ::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The phaser has no effect.  The humanoids converge on Jones.

MO_Calahan says:
::raises eyebrow:: CNS: Yes, mostly by Dr. Utoo and I, and the surviving staff we have, along with any extras that can help. ::takes a deep breath:: I'm sorry sir...I'm just angry at someone and a little frustrated. Please forgive me for it. ::sighs::



ACO_Claymore says:
::continues scanning Mitchel:: Operations: well, that is consistent, no life signs. Mitchel: Do you hear me crewman?

TO_Jones says:
SELF: Not good, not good at all ::reset phaser to full and fires again

TO_Jones says:
::tries to get out of the middle of the crowd::

ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: Better get someone from Medical up here... I think we might need it.

CNS_Savar says:
MO: Don't worry about it.  Your feelings are not something to be ashamed of

OPS_Blythe says:
ACO: Ok sir... ::wonders what for... finding out why a dead crewmember walks?::

TO_Jones says:
*OPS*: Sir, I think an emergency beam out would be of the essence ::fires at another critter::

OPS_Blythe says:
*Sickbay* A doctor is requested at OPS. Please avoid the promenade area when you come here.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Mitchel disappears.  Jones' phaser has no effect.  Jones gets bitten in the leg and is now bleeding badly.

OPS_Blythe says:
*TO* Hold on... getting a lock on you.

MO_Calahan says:
::looks up behind the CNS, and jumps back:: Self: Not again! ::grabs a tricorder, and scans the CNS' direction::

CMO_Utoo says:
::Sees the MO and the CNS talking:: MO:I got it...

TO_Jones says:
*OPS*: Will try ::fainting, but still trying to fire at things::

CNS_Savar says:
::Turns around quickly to glimpse whatever::

OPS_Blythe says:
::locks on Jones and initiates site-to-site to sickbay::

MO_Calahan says:
::Crewman Toller is dead- she watched him die!:: CMO: Right.....

ACO_Claymore says:
::looks around:: OPS: ok, check environmental systems, make sure there isn't something in the air.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Jones is transported to sickbay.

SO_Washudoin says:
:: starts scanning the humanoids ::

OPS_Blythe says:
::nods, wondering what to do... ack she's not that much into these kind of things::

CMO_Utoo says:
::Grabs a medkit and leaves sickbay wondering why he should avoid the promenade but following the orders none the less::

TO_Jones says:
::materializes in sickbay ... and falls LOUDLY to the ground::

OPS_Blythe says:
::checking environmental systems::

MO_Calahan says:
::drops the tricorder. there's nothing showing up!:: Self: Geez...... ::sees Jones arrive, and quickly moves over to him...her doctor instincts taking over::

OPS_Blythe says:
::shakes her head:: ACO: Nothing abnormal, sir, everything checks as it should.

TO_Jones says:
::sees the MO, barely conscious:: MO: Hey doc, didn't I tell you I'd figure a way to get back here? ::faints::

MO_Calahan says:
::turns to the CNS, trying to ignore Toller...:: CNS: Help me get him on the biobed, will you?

CMO_Utoo says:
::Steps off the TL and into OPS::

CNS_Savar says:
::Reaches down to pick up Jones::

CMO_Utoo says:
::Looks around wondering why he has been called::

ACO_Claymore says:
::looks at the main viewer...:: OPS: what is going on down on the Promenade.  *TO*: Report?

MO_Calahan says:
::frowns slightly...helps the CNS move Jones::

OPS_Blythe says:
ACO: I sent TO to sickbay, he said he was injured.

ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: Alright... red alert then.

TO_Jones says:
::regains consciousness and grabs MO's by the sleeve:: MO: Keely, you... have to inform... the CO...there are...

ACO_Claymore says:
::looks at the Promenade again:: CMO: We've got a problem ::points::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The main viewer shows a group of humanoids moving away from an area of the promenade.



OPS_Blythe says:
::sets red alert, but keeps the warning klaxons off OPS. They don't need that::

TO_Jones says:
::coughs:: MO: Things... on the promenade, and they have no eyes and are littered with bugs ... and insects all over them

OPS_Blythe says:
ACO: Should I seal the promenade with Force fields? ::narrowing her eyes trying to see if the "people" carry weapons::

MO_Calahan says:
::puts her hand on the TO's shoulder:: TO: Relax....it will be taken care of......you're safe now...sh....::wonders if she should sedate him::

TO_Jones says:
::cough, cough:: MO: Hand held phasers are ineffective

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The area the humanoids left only contains one thing now.  The body of a security guard.  The body has had almost all of its flesh stripped away.

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Watches the humanoids ::

CEO_McDuggle says:
::hears the red alert alarms:: *OPS* : what's going on up there

ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: I don't know if force fields will hold them. Look those people are all dead. Most of them are the people that were killed by the war-droids

CMO_Utoo says:
::Almost gags at the sight of the security guard::  ACO: Who or what did that?

OPS_Blythe says:
*CEO* Some security officers have been wounded.

MO_Calahan says:
::opens her mind....yes.....what he is saying must be true....::TO: You're okay. Don't worry about it....

OPS_Blythe says:
ACO: We could try... we won't know if we don't try.

TO_Jones says:
::faints for good this time::

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Looks at the fleshless security guards ::

MO_Calahan says:
::Starts scanning the TO, as best she can with her mind trying to drift everywhere at once...::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*OPS* any thing I can do

CNS_Savar says:
*ACO*: Claymore, TO Jones is mumbling something... you might want to hear.  Something about hand-held phasers being ineffective.

CNS_Savar says:
*ACO*: Related to the alarm I heard on the promenade?

ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: go on....  CMO: I think we might all be going mad... and to quote an old saying "we see dead people."

OPS_Blythe says:
*CEO*: Stay away from anything that looks humanoid but looks dead even if it's walking. I am going to set force fields in all of the promenade accesses to see if I can contain them... do we have enough power to do that?

OPS_Blythe says:
::smirks at ACO::

Skeleton says:
::shudders in the deck::

OPS_Blythe says:
::powers the first force field just against the exit the "zombies" are heading to::

MO_Calahan says:
::finds larvae of insects crawling around Jones' wounds.....:: Self: Oh my....

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The skinless body of the security guard suddenly stands up and begins to walk.

ACO_Claymore says:
*CNS*: I don't know if you'd want to know. It appears that many of us are seeing people who have died

CEO_McDuggle says:
*OPS* you have all the power you need and I will get you more as soon as I can

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Looks in the ACO's direction at that comment::

OPS_Blythe says:
*CEO* Thank you sir

CMO_Utoo says:
::Doesn't like the attempt at humor but shrugs it off:: ACO: Do we have a sample of the things? Anything I can analyze?

Skeleton says:
::stands up and start walking around::

CMO_Utoo says:
::Jaw drops at the screen::

CNS_Savar says:
*ACO*: Mass hallucinations?

MO_Calahan says:
::uses an injection of rotolyn injected to the area of each wound to kill the larvae::

OPS_Blythe says:
::starts powering up the others, one by one, sealing the promenade in the process::



ACO_Claymore says:
CMO: On the promenade maybe, but I'm not sending you down there... try the transporters

Skeleton says:
::sees person in red uniform, is attracted to that person for some reason::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A couple more skeletons arrive on the promenade from shops and join the guard.

MO_Calahan says:
CNS: Come here and look at this! ::worried, but still intrigues::

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Looks at the screen ::

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: starts rerouting power from non essential areas::

CNS_Savar says:
::Walks over to look at Jones:: MO: What is it?

CMO_Utoo says:
ACO: Why don't we just beam them all into space?

ACO_Claymore says:
*CNS*: There's one assumption I'm not opposed to. Pull up a visual of the Promenade and tell me what you see

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A few of the zombies walk right through the force fields like they weren't there.

MO_Calahan says:
::points to the insect larvae:: CNS: Tell me I'm not seeing things this time!

OPS_Blythe says:
::in a rash of genius:: ACO: I am going to seal all the............ jefferies tubes. I guess it won't be necessary ::points at the viewer and the zombies who walked through them::

CNS_Savar says:
MO: I see... insect larvae.

OPS_Blythe says:
*CEO* We need to find a way to contain the... the...... errrr..... whatever's. They can go through force fields.

ACO_Claymore says:
CMO: what happened to "Do no harm" I can't tell

Skeleton says:
::moves closer to a door, somehow it recognizes it and walks forth as it slides open::

CNS_Savar says:
MO: They appear to be eating him.

ACO_Claymore says:
CMO: these folks seem to be intelligent beings... of some kind

Skeleton says:
::enters the TL and grunts something so it starts moving::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*OPS* ok I 'm working on it now

CNS_Savar says:
*ACO*: I will in a second.  I'm taking care of something else at the moment.

ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: make the return to quarters order a bit more forceful.

OPS_Blythe says:
*CEO* Thank you

OPS_Blythe says:
ACO: Always can do that.

MO_Calahan says:
::breathes a small sigh of relief....well....at least she isn't going completely insane!:: CNS: I've tried to kill them with Rotolyn, it should work in a few seconds...::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The other two skeletons join the first in the turbolift.

MO_Calahan says:
::prepares another dose, just in case...::

ACO_Claymore says:
*CNS*: Mass insanity of the entire station's population seems like the most important thing I can think of for you to be taking care of right now.

CMO_Utoo says:
ACO: I agree ending their life should be a last resort...I just don't like to see our own crewmembers dying

Skeleton says:
::the TL opens to an area crowded with more people::

SO_Washudoin says:
:: watches sensors for anything odd::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The larvae begin to die off.

OPS_Blythe says:
*Station wide comm* Everyone who is not on duty, report to your living quarters. The order includes civilian and pets, and if you don't do it, I will find you personally and kick you out of an airlock.

CNS_Savar says:
::Walks over to a computer screen as the doctor takes care of Jones, and pulls up a visual of the promenade::

ACO_Claymore says:
All: I might as well go ahead and give the order, go ahead and arm yourselves

Skeleton says:
::thundering voice in the OPS:: ALOUD: I.. need.. your.. brain...

CNS_Savar says:
*ACO*: I see... skeletons?  I can't identify the species at the moment.  If this was mass hallucination, it wouldn't be showing up on the computer.


Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The promenade view shows more zombies as they chew on their hapless prey.

MO_Calahan says:
::nods:: Self: Good....::continues to get rid of the larvae, and treat Jones' wounds...injects more rotolyn...::

Skeleton says:
::walks into the OPS center sided by the two other skeletons, grunting and raving senseless things::

CNS_Savar says:
*ACO*: We would only be seeing it in person, not on the screen.   Therefore, I deduct they are tangible objects... or tangible enough for the computer to pick up.

CEO_McDuggle says:
*OPS* are the humanoids in one general area or not

ACO_Claymore says:
::looks at the skeleton... decides it's a threat..:: OPS: Secure all systems, Level 1, evacuate Operations

OPS_Blythe says:
Skeleton: I don't have a brain, sorry. ::as she backs off::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: One skeleton moves towards the OPS officer, the other towards the SO.

OPS_Blythe says:
*CEO* We have one of those things here at OPS.....

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Grabs phaser , sets to max::

CMO_Utoo says:
::Walks over and grabs a phaser and passes others out to those that don't have one:: ACO: Do you need one?

OPS_Blythe says:
*CEO* And they're skeletons... sort of... some carcass too...

ACO_Claymore says:
::fires at the skeleton moving towards Blythe::

OPS_Blythe says:
::ducks and moves away from the skeleton::

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Fires directly at the head of the zombie::

Skeleton says:
::hits the OPS' console with full strength:: OPS: Non-sense....

ACO_Claymore says:
CMO: Open that Jefferies hatch... we need to get out of here

CMO_Utoo says:
::Sees the skeleton and fires at it::



OPS_Blythe says:
Skeleton: Serious, all my teachers always said that.

OPS_Blythe says:
Skeleton: And who are you to argue them? It's people with college degrees after all!

ACO_Claymore says:
Blythe: Get over here!

CMO_Utoo says:
::Sprints over to the jefferies hatch and opens it:: All: Lets go...lets get out now!

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The ACO's shot misses through two ribs.  However, the SO's shot hits and explodes the skeleton's skull.  The skeleton drops to the deck and turns to dust.

Skeleton says:
OPS: I'll have your teachers brains too...after I get yours...::trashes the OPS console::

OPS_Blythe says:
::runs towards the ACO::

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Turns and fires at another one::

CNS_Savar says:
Computer, enhance grid 4-B.  ::A close-up of the skeleton reveals more insect larvae::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CMO's shot misses.

OPS_Blythe says:
ACO: Says he wants my brain. ::pointing at the skeleton, breathless::

Skeleton says:
::follows the running OPS officer:: OPS: Your brain is mine...

ACO_Claymore says:
Operations: everyone into the Jefferies tube....:: continues to fire at the Skeletons with wider beams::

SO_Washudoin says:
ACO: Shoot the head:: Yelling for all to hear::

CNS_Savar says:
*ACO*: Sir, it appears the skeletons are partially made up of insect larvae... perhaps a pesticide released onto the promenade would help?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The SO's shot misses and the skeleton reaches a console, severely denting it.

ACO_Claymore says:
::retarget::

ACO_Claymore says:
::fires::

Skeleton says:
::closes in to the SO and hits his arm:: SO: You'll stop this firing...



Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The SO's arm is broken

ACO_Claymore says:
*CNS*: Your call... I'm a bit indisposed right now

CMO_Utoo says:
::Fires a shot at the skeleton:: ACO: Don't worry about hitting it...everyone needs to get out...including you...

OPS_Blythe says:
::gets into the JT and crawls like crazy::

ACO_Claymore says:
::fires at Skeleton hoping to give the SO time to get away::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The ACO's shot hits, but has no effect.  Same as the CMO's

Skeleton says:
::pushes the SO to the side as if he was nothing worthy to worry about::

SO_Washudoin says:
:: moves back and then jumps forward and tries to tackle the skeleton::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The SO jumps on the first skeleton's back.

Skeleton says:
SO: Resistance is futile. I'll have your brain added to me...

ACO_Claymore says:
CMO: Can't leave without the SO... you go

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Starts tugging on its head ::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The first skeleton reaches for the SO's skull and begins to break the skin.

Skeleton says:
::turns and grabs the SO by the ankle, lifting him from the deck as a doll::

ACO_Claymore says:
SO: Washudoin! ::Fires at the skeleton again ::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Several zombies reach main engineering and begin pounding on the outer doors.

CMO_Utoo says:
ACO: I cant leave the both of you...I'm not risking anyone being left behind...

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Fires a shot at the skeletons hand::

Skeleton says:
SO: I said you will stop...::swings the SO around and throws him to the other side of OPS::



CNS_Savar says:
*CEO*: Chief, how quickly can you release some rotolyn into Promenade section... ::Looks at screen to see a suitable test site:: ... 15-D?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The SO is thrown to the deck and is knocked out.

MO_Calahan says:
::finishes Jones' wounds, and moves up to his head...she will let him sleep....for now....:: Self: Its always the engineers and tactical officers....

CEO_McDuggle says:
::Hears pounding :: All: get ready

ACO_Claymore says:
CMO: Go... ::runs over to SO and opens a Jefferies Hatch there...::

OPS_Blythe says:
::waiting at a JT juncture for the others, who are not here yet... setting the phaser she was issued the moment that red alert was set::

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Hits with a loud thud ::

CMO_Utoo says:
::Grumbles but complies...but waits inside the exit...making sure everyone gets in..::

Skeleton says:
::fells a hit from behind and turns to see the ACO:: ACO: You are the leader, I'll have your brain and then become the leader ::moves to the ACO::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*CNS* It will take about 10 seconds why

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The crew in engineering can see large dents in the outer doors.

CNS_Savar says:
*CEO*: Actually, release some into the section directly outside of main engineering.

ACO_Claymore says:
::stuffs the SO and  starts pushing him back... sets his phaser to over load:: Skeleton: take this, all the power you need ::throws the phaser at the Skeleton and shuts the hatch to the Jefferies tube pushing Washudoin deeper inside::

OPS_Blythe says:
::crawls back to OPS, her phaser ready::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The two skeletons reach the jefferies tube entrance.

CEO_McDuggle says:
*CNS* roger that sir ::release gas outside ME::

Skeleton says:
::limps in the ACO's direction:: ACO: Stop resisting...

MO_Calahan says:
::walks to the console where the CNS is, to grab a PADD, and downloads

OPS_Blythe says:
::watches the Skeletons by the entrance and starts crawling in reverse::

MO_Calahan says:
.....the readings from Jones' tricorder scan::

CNS_Savar says:
::Changes display to outside of ME::

Skeleton says:
::thwaps the phaser to the side:: ACO: Futile... ::marches on...::

OPS_Blythe says:
Skeletons: If you come near me, I will have to fire. You know how it is, and I did learn to fire ::pretty proud of that fact::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The OPS module explodes taking the skeletons with it.

ACO_Claymore says:
::heads down the Jefferies Tube... pushing Washudoin:: SO: wakey, wakey...

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Sees blackness and hears sweet nothingness::

Skeleton says:
::is blown to bits and screams horribly all the way down::

MO_Calahan says:
::walks over to the cart next to Jones' bed, her back to him.....begins straightening it up::

ACO_Claymore says:
::finds himself in a junction... Washudoin on the floor unconscious:: *CMO*: Arman, you make it?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The gas does not seem to affect the zombies outside engineering at first.  However, after a few minutes, the pounding stops.

TO_Jones says:
::stretches in the biobed, moaning a bit::

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Hears faint noise through the darkness, walks towards it::

MO_Calahan says:
::hears Jones, glad he's waking up....hopefully, he's calmed down....continues her work::

ACO_Claymore says:
::bends over Washudoin and slaps his face some:: SO: Time for that warrior spirit to return and kick some paranormal beings...

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: hears pounding cease:: *CNS* Sir what ever was trying to get into ME seems to have stopped now

OPS_Blythe says:
::feels movement nearby, and turns to see it is the ACO:: ACO: Are you all right sir?

TO_Jones says:
::starts opening eyes, disoriented, and moans:: SELF: ouch, where am I? ::low voice::

CNS_Savar says:
*CEO*: Thank you.  Thank the MO for suggesting it.

ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: fine, I got rid of the ones tailing me, but Washudion is out cold... and there is this deep gash on his head

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The visual of engineering's corridor shows the zombies on the deck, slowly turning to dust.

MO_Calahan says:
::hears her name, and raising an eyebrow, but does nothing...::

OPS_Blythe says:
ACO: We need to take them to engineering.

OPS_Blythe says:
ACO: I mean to sickbay.

CNS_Savar says:
*CEO*: It appears that there are killer zombies on the loose.  How quick can you release the same gas into all of the station... considering it destroyed the two outside ME.

TO_Jones says:
::vision still blurred:: AROUND: someone here?

CEO_McDuggle says:
*CNS*: Sir if you are there thank her for me

SO_Washudoin says:
:: hears sound getting closer, starts floating to sound::

ACO_Claymore says:
OPS: Yeah... unfortunately it's very hard to drag a Klingon around in the Jefferies tube... try to access transporters from that console and beam us there

MO_Calahan says:
::walks over:: TO: Yes...I'm here. How do you feel?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The SO begins to wake up.

OPS_Blythe says:
ACO: Ok sir.

MO_Calahan says:
::opens her mind, and pulls out a tricorder...starts to scan him::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*CNS* Sir I can do it immediately

TO_Jones says:
::finally recognizes where he is:: MO: If you lean a bit closer, I'll feel like I'm in paradise

OPS_Blythe says:
::takes out the panel to access the console and inputs the necessary commands to be able to beam all of them to sickbay::

CNS_Savar says:
MO: Would that rotolyn effect any humanoid species on this station?


CNS_Savar says:
*CEO*: Stand by to do so.

TO_Jones says:
MO: Otherwise, I feel better

ACO_Claymore says:
::notices the SO coming to:: SO: Ensign, you with us now?

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Opens eyes a bit and looks at ACO:: ACO: Sir I'll get the next one :: mumbled kinda ::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*CNS* Standing by Sir

MO_Calahan says:
::blushes slightly, and hears the CNS:: CNS: Nothing, that's why I used it on....my current patient....

CNS_Savar says:
MO: Thank you.  *CEO*: DO it.

OPS_Blythe says:
ACO: Sir, I have a lock... adding SO now to it. I am ready to beam us to sickbay

ACO_Claymore says:
SO: yeah, OPS: Energize

OPS_Blythe says:
::initiates the transport::

MO_Calahan says:
::turns back to the TO:: TO: Glad to hear you're feeling better....you can return to duty whenever you feel up to it.

TO_Jones says:
::touches her arm gently:: MO: Doctor, thanks. You saved my life it appears ::notices the blush and is thrilled at how cute she is::

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: Releases the gas through out the rest of the station :: *CNS* Roger sir Consider it done

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The gas floods the station, turning the rest of the zombies to dust.

SO_Washudoin says:
:: Sits up and grabs head ::

ACO_Claymore says:
::materializes in Sickbay:: Anyone: Need a doctor here...

MO_Calahan says:
::smiles, and hears the ACO....glares, and goes over::

TO_Jones says:
::tries to stand up:: MO: You definitively don't want to see me around do you?

 Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


